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Feels
/ fiːlz /

A wave of emotions that sometimes cannot be adequately explained.

noun

def:

“Watching The Karate Kid gives me all sorts of nostalgic feels.”



Introduction
How does Young India feel about ____________ ?

2/3 of India’s 1.3b population is under the age of 35. That’s 866m young people, living in a country that is in 
flux with its rapidly growing economy, a looming critical election and enormous technological change.

We have more questions than answers, more noise than insight and more conflict than understanding. From 
political parties to brands, everyone seems to be talking yet few are being heard.

This report by HaikuJAM and Schbang hears Young India.

It is an exploration of how India’s Millenials and Gen Z-ers truly feel about certain mainstream industries, 
products and aspects of daily life.

We designed this report to provide some clarity on what’s going on right now and to inspire fresh thinking on 
where we might be heading next.

So, if you’re a brand, agency, researcher or just a curious soul that’s looking to understand Young India better, 
you’re in the right place.
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Schbang
Schbang is a Mumbai-headquartered integrated solutions agency founded in 2015 by Harshil Karia, Sohil Karia 

& Akshay Gurnani.

Schbang has a team of 250 members in 4 years and also launched its second o!ce in Bangalore in 2017. 

'The Whole Shebang' is a colloquial phrase. Schbang, is a testament to the fact that an agency should help the 

client see completeness. The founders strongly believe that it is their job as agency partners to be able to help 

brands converge all mediums. Having said that the company o"ers holistic solutions that include Digital 

Content, Search Engine Optimization, Technology, Design, Video Production, Photography, Media Planning & 

Buying, Activations & Events, Influencer Management and PR. 

In the last few years the young Schbangers have done some exciting and award winning digital work for 

brands like BBLUNT, Good Knight, Godrej Nature’s Basket, Ashok Leyland, Asian Paints, Finolex Pipes, Jet 

Privilege, Pidilite Group, RAW Pressery, Philips, Kaya Clinic, Baskin Robbins, Mattel, Xiaomi India, cure.fit 

and many more brands.
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At a time when most mainline agencies are going 

digital, for some key brands like Finolex Pipes, 

Baskin Robbins and Godrej Professional, Schbang 

started out with digital services and now are 

handling mainline as well.

The agency has also made great progress as far as 

production is concerned, with Schbang Motion 

Pictures – an in-house production hub with 

integrated capabilities. In 2017, stepping into the 

foray of original content, Schbang Motion Pictures 

launched some of their own productions with 

Humans of Bombay.

Schbang’s vision is to be the first Indian agency to 

go international and use their talent to provide 

exceptional services to brands across the globe.  
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Haiku is a Japanese poetic form 

that captures the essence of its 

subject in just 3 lines.

HaikuJAM is a mobile app that gets 

people to write haiku together on 

anything from intimate emotions to 

current a!airs.

In HaikuJAM, people don't feel the 

need to perform. They express 

themselves honestly, and help each 

other to be heard, understood and 

feel less alone.

HaikuJAM

Generation Gap

The Future of Dating

Tattoos

Family WhatsApp

AbortionOla Uber Tales

Women in 2019

or choose a topic

Community Topics

What’s on your
mind?

Andy,
10,834 Jams s

Get Inspired Want to laugh Deep Thinking

Haiku for you

Ethereal

I think some souls
are just
meant to collide

@neer Really beautiful

@naina Serendipity✨

865Share
Leave comment
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600,000+ Community
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Women 51.8%

Men 47.5%

Other 0.7%

Gender
Split

25.4%13 - 18

18.8%25 - 35

4.0%36 +

51.8%19 - 24

Age
Distribution

Top 5 Cities

Delhi 7.4%

Bengaluru 6.6%

Mumbai 6.9%

Pune 6%

Others 69.6%Kolkata 3.5%



People write haiku poems 
together on a set topic in 

the HaikuJAM app 

HaikuJAM
Our technology analyses the 

content using Machine 
Learning, Natural Language 

Processing and Semiotics

Brain
This unearths deep, 

actionable insights and 

foresights into how people 

feel

Inspiration

Methodology
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How Young

India feels

about…

Indian Premier League

Election 2019

Beauty

Listening To Music

Owning A Car

Chai vs Co!ee

Next Holiday

Instagram

Summary

Get In Touch

10

16

23

28

33

41

47

52

58

62
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Study

696 Haiku
652 Jammers

How does

Young India

feel about the

Indian Premier

League?
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Divided by teams
United by money

Destroyed by betting
Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
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Web Of Associations
What does Young India associate most with the IPL?
(Size represents frequency)

money

players

stars

entertainment

talent

festival

cheerleaders
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8% of haiku

MONEY

Besides cricket, Young India associates the IPL with vast amounts 
of money - some of which is illegal, excessive and hurts the 

spirit of India’s most loved sport. The specific contexts range 
from the amount players earn all the way to betting, match fixing 
and corruption: 8% of haiku discuss money and 10% of these 
relate to gambling. 

The IPL is intimately associated with celebrity culture: Whether 
it’s the world’s best cricketers all playing together in one 
tournament, or the Bollywood actors in the stands cheering on 
their favourite teams. The IPL is a glitzy spectacle that attracts 
and rallies famous people. This may explain why an increasing 
number of celebrities want to deeper embed themselves within it.

There seems to be an interesting niche behaviour among Young 
Indians around watching the IPL to discover domestic cricketing 

talent and predict the next rising stars. Moreover, there is a joy 

in seeing local players compete with the best cricketers from 
around the world.

If cricket is India’s religion, then the IPL is its religious festival. For 
Young India, the IPL is a celebration that brings people 

together. The spectrum of emotions, from joy to heartbreak, that 
comes with the IPL is something that people seem to be waiting 

for all year round.

Young India Writes About

4% of haiku

STARS

TALENT
2% of haiku

6% of haiku

FESTIVAL
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Brand Associations
Which personalities and teams are most discussed around the IPL?
Indexed at 100 = Frequency of ‘Chennai Super Kings’

KINGS FOR A REASON
The most discussed team is Chennai Super Kings, whose captain MS Dhoni is 

the most discussed player

Though Virat Kohli may be the young and ultra successful Indian skipper, it is 

Dhoni who wins Young India’s hearts and minds when it comes to the IPL

Chennai Super Kings are discussed nearly 2.0x more than Royal Challengers 

Bangalore

4

Yuraj
Singh

Shahrukh
Khan

Ravi-
chandran 

Ashwin

4

Chris
Gayle

8

Chennai
Super
Kings

100 88

Mahendra 
Singh 
Dhoni

54

Royal 
Challengers 
Bangalore

13 4
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Foresights
For Young India, entertainment 
has to come with integrity. 
They’re willing to spend their time 
and money so long as they’re not 
being fooled by betting and 
corruption. Would severe acts of 
criminality, such as match fixing, 
cast an immovable shadow over 
the IPL? 

Also, Young India associates the 
IPL with a life of excess, e.g. 
players making staggering 
amounts of money in auctions. 
Does this reality crowd out the 
positive emotions that people 
invest in the competition, players 
and teams?

An interesting behaviour around the 
IPL is the discovery of new local 
talent and identifying the next 
sensation before it happens. This 
could be a fascinating layer to 
explore within the Fantasy sports 
context, as well as by the IPL to 
build more interest in the younger 
and lesser-known domestic players. 
This might also combat the 
negative narratives around pomp 
and immoderacy surrounding the 
IPL: It’s not just about the big stars 
like Dhoni, Kohli and Gayle - it’s also 
about giving a platform to new 
players who will be the stars of 
tomorrow.

With Cricket being a religion in 
India, the IPL is the festival that 
‘India celebrates’. In a time of rising 
tensions and political unrest, the 
IPL could position itself as ‘India’s 
festival’, which unifies all people 
and religions in the celebration of 
sport. Perhaps this could further 
help the IPL shed its strong 
association with money, glam and 
celebrities? 
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Study

3,746 Haiku
905 Jammers

How does

Young India

feel about

Election

2019?
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The world looks on
for a new India:

Let's not disappoint
Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

ELECTIONS 2019
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Web Of Associations
What does Young India associate most with the 2019 Election?
(Size represents frequency)

democracyworld
nation

power

voice

freedom

pride

responsibility

right

choose

people

REPRESENTS

leader

NOTA

Rahul

Congress

parties

WHO

moneyfake

corruption
caste religion

bribe

game
warnepotism

NEGATIVES

LOOKING FOR

change

better

hope
new

best

future

tomorrow youth

development

visionunity
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R E F E R E N D U M  O N  M O D I
‘Leaders’ discussed 2.9x more than ‘Parties’

Modi is mentioned nearly 4x more than Rahul Gandhi,
BJP and Congress put together

Party / Politician Associations
Which politicians and parties do people think about when writing about the elections?
Indexed at 100 = Frequency of Modi
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100

Narendra
Modi

65

NOTA

12

Rahul
Gandhi

10

BJP

6

Congress



NaMo vs RaGa
When Young Indians write about Modi or Rahul Gandhi, which words do they associate
most with each?

pappu
chota bheem

gold

mom

potato boy

joke

bachelor

troll

stupid

meme

Gandhi
based on 4,200 lines by 2,306 Jammers

modi ji

demonetisation

sarkar

abki baar

world

chai

bjp

congress

corruption

gst

Narendra
Modi

Modi
based on 2,670 lines by 2,005 Jammers
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63% of emotions expressed around India’s 

elections are positive (and 6% more positive than 

around Modi). 17% of haiku discuss elections as 

being a platform for the common person to finally 

get a say.

GENERAL ELECTION 2019

Young India Writes About

According to Young India, a perfect politician is 

someone who can represent hope which matters 

3.4x more than someone who can drive 

development. Young leaders whom people can 

connect with is also a recurring theme, appearing in 

10% of references to youth in politics.

HOPE + YOUTH
Hope > Development in next leader

Narendra Modi features 6.8x more than his party, 

the BJP, 8.5x more than Rahul Gandhi and 11.3x 

more than the Congress Party. In the context of the 

upcoming election, 56% of haiku express positive 

sentiment about Modi, with 44% expressing 

negative sentiment.

NARENDRA MODI

Choosing leaders is discussed 2.9x more than 

electing political parties. Young India seem to 

identify more with a particular leader rather than a 

party or ideology.

LEADER > PARTY
Leaders 2.9x more important than party

Change is the second most common word, 

appearing in 9% of haiku about India’s elections. 

Young India realises how important elections are to 

changing the course of a country.

CHANGE

The most common words Young India associates 

with Rahul Gandhi originate from memes: Pappu, 

Chota Bheem, Gold, Potatoes, Chocolate Face 

and more. But after Congress won Assembly 

elections in 3 states in December 2018, there are 

grass shoot indicators of perception change, with 

new words being used to describe Rahul Gandi, 

such as resilient, tough, comeback and win.

RAHUL GANDHI MEMES
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People-focus in 17% of Election haiku 

‘Pappu’ in 9% of RaGa haiku

‘NaMo’ 8.5x more than ‘RaGa’ 9% of haiku about Elections



Considering Young India’s relatively 

stronger connection with specific 

leaders than political parties or 

ideologies, should political parties 

do more to humanise their leaders 

and make them more accessible to 

the youth?

Change matters to Young India and 

this raises an interesting set of 

questions for the 2019 Election: 

Which candidate best represents 

change? Is it the incumbent leader, 

or the opposition candidate who 

hails from a system of dynastic 

politics?

And what more can party leaders do 

to embody a message of change?

It is clear that Young India seeks a 

leader that stands for the interests 

of the youth and recognises their 

importance to the future of the 

country. Is there an opportunity for 

a young politician to disrupt Indian 

politics in a similar way to how 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has done 

in the US?

Though often dismissed as fun and 

relatively inconsequential, it is 

apparent that memes have sticking 

power and are here to stay, perhaps 

more so than any other type of 

digital content. So rather than 

investing in other forms of 

relatively more expensive media 

and communications, should 

political parties deeper utilise 

memes to disseminate a message, 

battle a rival and build a brand? 

Foresights
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Study

5,970 Haiku
1,615 Jammers

How does

Young  India

feel about

beauty?
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You are the reason
for someone’s smile

and laughter
Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

BEAUTY MEANS
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Web Of Associations
What does Young India associate most with what ‘beauty means’? 
(Size represents frequency)

mirror

makeup

lipstick

ACCESSORIES

eyeliner

filters

thought

inside

heart

soul

self

pure

mind

INNER BEAUTY

skin

smile

eyes

face

scars

body
flaws

FEATURES

PERSONALITY

simplicity
happiness

hope

respectpride
character

innocence

courage

fake

real

attitude

caring
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Beauty is about the inner worlds of heart and 
soul, not just outward appearances. Young India 
seeks beauty in actions and thoughts, not just 
in looks.

44% of haiku
INNER BEAUTY

When it comes to looks, it’s okay to have 
imperfections and wear your scars. It’s all about 
looking natural, self-love and being 
comfortable in your own skin.

30% of haiku
LOOKS

Beauty is confidence, simplicity and being real. 
Young Indians are tired of fake and overly curated 
influencers. They want to follow those who have 
the courage to just be themselves.

20% of haiku
PERSONALITY

Are filters the new make-up? Young India 
associates beauty with Instagram and digital 
filters, as well as physical accessories like 
eyeliner and lipstick.

6% of haiku
ACCESSORIES

Young India Writes About
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Can makeup brands rally 
more around self-love and 
naturalness, rather than 
portraying impossible 
beauty standards? This 
was Glossier’s playbook in 
America.

The new influencer is real, 
honest and embraces 
imperfections. What does 
this mean for the 
traditional celebrity? 
Should brands focus more 
on using filters to help us 
experience products 
before purchasing?

Foresights
But looking beautiful on  
Instagram is still 
important. Will beauty 
brands deeper leverage 
technology with
custom-filters and
augmented-reality?
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Study

764 Haiku
953 Jammers

How does

Young India

feel about

listening to

music?
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I feel low
I feel high

I feel caged
Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

I  NEED MUSIC WHEN
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Web Of Associations
What does Young India associate most with music consumption? 
(Size represents frequency)

low

happy

alone

sad

stressed

dark
chaos

joy

high

lost

pain

lost

tired
broken

fear

hopeless

anxiety

mess

FEELINGS
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CONTEXTS

dance

thinking

home
sleep

tears

wake

drives

travel

remembering

tea

work

ESCAPE

thoughts

reality

stresspeople

silence

worries lyrics

feelings

WHY MUSIC

start inner

someone

express

inspiration

dreams

find

memories

rhythm

MUSIC HELPS

peace
heal

escape

forget

focus

remember

happiness

alive

calm

relax
energy

solace



Young India Writes About

Feelings and emotions drive music listening behaviour 9x more 

than physical activities such as travel or dance. Yet music 
curation is heavily based on the latter, e.g. ‘workout’ playlists.

E M O T I O N S  V S  A C T I V I T I E S
Feelings and emotions in 21% of haiku

YouTube is the only mentioned product for consuming music and 
only features once. When it comes to music consumption, no 
platform dominates (especially not the ones which aren’t free). 

Y O U T U B E
1 brand mentioned but only once

Music is needed at night (34x more than during the day and 7x 

more than in the morning). It helps Young India unwind before 
bed and reflect on the day.

N I G H T L Y  R I T U A L
Night mentioned in 5% of haiku

When Young Indians feel alone, they turn to music (2.8x more 

than when feeling joy or happiness). They want to kill silence 

and need a distraction from thoughts.

L O N E L I N E S S
17% of haiku
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Feelings and emotions inspire 
music listening behaviour, yet 
curation is still heavily activity-
based, e.g. playlists for 
workouts, Mondays, and so on. 
Is there an opportunity for 
emotion-based curation, 
especially as wearables get 
better at detecting moods? 
Could this help a music 
platform win over the heart 
and mind of Young India?  

Considering the connection 
between loneliness and music, 
can music platforms deeper 
leverage social networking 
features to help bring people 
together? 

For instance, through 
geolocation could JioSaavn 
show the people who are 
listening to a particular song in 
an area, and then encourage 
them to have a conversation?

With music platforms battling 
it out for Young India and the 
dearth of cheap or free music 
options (e.g. YouTube), will a 
superior user experience  and 
innovation based upon the 
underlying listening behaviour, 
determine the victor? And is 
Spotify best placed to become 
Young India’s go-to music 
provider?

Foresights
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Study

1,300 Haiku
509 Jammers

How does

Young India

feel about

owning a car?
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Every kid has a dream
of owning a car but not everybody

can fill up a petrol tank.
Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

OWNING A CAR
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Web Of Associations
What does Young India associate most with car ownership? 
(Size represents frequency)

dream
long 

drives

parents

freedom

POSITIVE

pricetra!c

status

fuel

pollution

NEGATIVE
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Car ownership is still a dream 

for many, as well as a common 

childhood dream - Young 

India associates cars with the 

nostalgia of toy cars.

22% of haiku
DREAM

Young Indians are time 
conscious and don’t want to 
waste time in tra!c.

9% of haiku
TRAFFIC

Cars are seen as hollow 
purchases to show o" wealth 
and social status. Young India 
is buying less into this 
narrative. 

9% of haiku
STATUS

Cars are expensive.
Young Indians are fretting 
about purchase price, 
maintenance, taking out loans 
and more.

17% of haiku
COS T

I used to dream about this

Young India Writes About
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To some, having a car means 

less waiting around for Ubers, 

Olas and public transport. 

Young Indians seek 
adventure and the freedom 

to go on long

drives and play their own 

music (loudly). A car also 

allows for more personal 

space and not having to share 

with strangers.

9% of haiku
FREEDOM

Buying a car means entering 

adulthood and looking after 
parents. Some Young Indians 

dream of gifting a car to their 

parents who sacrificed so 

much for them.

2% of haiku
PARENTS

Young Indians are ‘woke’ and 

see cars as a source of noise 

and air pollution, with ‘noise’ 
mentioned 1.6x more than 
‘air’.

7% of haiku
POLLUTION

Where is my UBER?
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Owning was one thing

but to see my parents in them

is a dream come true

Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

OWNING A CAR
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Brand Associations
But which brands does Young India think of when writing about car ownership?
Indexed at 100 = Frequency of Uber

100 58 29 29 29 1429
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UBER IS  THE NEW MARUTI
The most discussed brand is Uber:
      3x more than Ola

      2x more than the aspirational Ferrari



By positioning car 

ownership as a way of 

looking after ones’ eldery 

parents, which seems 

culturally unique to India, 

can car brands tug on 

young heartstrings and 

take on the ridesharing 

industry?

Uber has made getting 

from point A to B easy, 

convenient and cheap.

But perhaps car marketers 

need to refocus the story 

on the joy of the journey 

once again: How you get

from A to B also matters. 

Do you want to be cooped 

up in the backseat with 

two strangers or do you 

want to be in your own car 

playing music on full-blast 

and roaming free?

Given the ‘wokeness’ of 

Young India and concerns 

about tra!c and 

pollution, is Indian 

transport infrastructure 

hampering the market for 

cars? 

Foresights
To pollute or not to pollute,
that is the question
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Study

70,000 Haiku
32,000 Jammers

How does

Young India

feel about

chai vs co!ee?
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Six friends
cutting chai and
lots of gupshup

Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

BONFIRE
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Chai vs Co!ee: A Comparison 
Which words does Young India use when describing chai vs co!ee? 
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Novel

Blankets

Aroma

Dates

Bitter
Reading

Novels

Sunshine
Chocolate

Cake

Monday Netflix

Summer

Sunrise

Awake

Sleepy
Lonely

Evenings

Stress

Happy Cigarettes

Rain
Morning

Love
Work

Friends
Starbucks

Chat

SleepMemories

Winter Life Need

Balcony
Toast

Monsoon

Gossip

Maggi

Train

Sutta

Saath

Dil

Canteen

Rusk
Masala

Samosa

Dost

Pakoda

Chai and Co!ee Co!ee OnlyChai Only



Young India Writes About
EAST VS WEST
‘Garam chai’ 74x more than ‘Garam 
co!ee’

Chai unlocks the Desi brain, tapping into 
local associations: Garam, Dost, Saath, 
Sutta, Dil and more, whereas conversations 
around co!ee seem western and foreign.

Sadness, Anger and Disgust make up 
29% of the emotions expressed in chai 
haiku, as Young India views the shift from 
chai to expensive co!ee as a loss of 
national identity and an act of 
snobbishness. 

LOSS OF IDENTITY
Negative emotions in 29% chai 
haiku

Co!ee has 2 social dimensions: Feeling alone 

(5x more than chai) and togetherness (with 
Young Indians discussing dates and friends). 
Chai predominantly inspires a sense of 
community.

Co!ee associated with feeling alone
5x more than chai

ALONE AND TOGETHER 

Sutta is the most popular complementary 
product to chai; Chocolate and Novel are 
most closely associated with co!ee.

SUTTA VS. CHOCOLATE
‘Sutta’ mentioned in 5% of chai haiku

Chai and co!ee are morning drinks and 
especially loved during cold and rainy 

seasons.

MORNING RITUAL 
‘Morning’ in 6% of chai + co!ee 
haiku
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Most Mentioned Locations
ANTI -BRAND
When Young India writes about chai, Starbucks is the only brand that is mentioned: the Chaiwallah is mentioned 7.6x more 
than Starbucks. For co!ee, the general ‘co!ee shop’ is mentioned 7.5x more than Starbucks, while CCD is mentioned 25% more 
than Starbucks.

100 13

Roadside 
Chai

CHAI
Indexed at 100 = Frequency of Chaiwallahs

100 17 13

Unbranded
Cafes

Indexed at 100 = Frequency of unbranded cafes
COFFEE
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Foresights
Are the cultural 

undertones between chai 

and co!ee representative 

of a broader divide in 

modern Indian, with young 

people increasingly 

adopting Western values, 

brands and thinking? Can a 

chai brand double down on 

the patriotic narrative and 

present chai as the drink 

that’s uniquely Indian and 

proudly homegrown?

Could a breakout Gen Z 

brand emerge that brings 

together the worlds of 

co!ee and fiction, 

considering the connection 

between co!ee, novels and 

reading? For instance, such 

a brand could be printing 

famous book quotes on its 

cups and packaging.

And what must branded 

chai cafes do to win 

mindshare away from the 

time-tested traditional 

arenas where Indians enjoy 

their chai, such as the 

chaiwallah? Is it possible to 

translate the co!ee shop 

model, or ‘third space’

between home and work 

(as Starbucks founder, 

Howard Schultz, puts it) to 

chai?
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Study

961 Haiku
1,173 Jammers

How does

Young India

feel about its

next holiday?
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Where the wifi is weak
our bond is strong, and

the network is nill
Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

MY NEXT HOLID AY
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Web Of Associations
What does Young India associate most with their ‘next holiday’?
(Size represents frequency)

WHO WITH

friends

solo

family
wifi

expectation

city

chaos

stress

responsibility

network

ECSCAPE

FEATURES

mountains

shore

island

beach

trees

forest

sea

breezeviews

stars

waves
water

sun

sunset

river

valleys

cold

snow

nature

sleep

explore

journey

hitchhiking

bike

walkingdiving

reading

co!ee

adventure

netflix

climb
thinkingfeel

find

see

ACTIVITIES

switzerland

vegas

maldives

paris

kashmir

goa

hawaii

WHERELOOKING FOR

peace soul

farmemories

new

spiritual

beauty

solace

heaven

escape

relax

smile

healing

chill

freedom

calm

heart

silencedream

time
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People want more sleepcations with sleep being discussed 1.5x 

more than exploring. Young Indians are less interested in 

conquering the great outdoors and more interested in grabbing 

some Zzz’s.

1.5x more than ‘Explore’
SLEEP

Young India Writes About

For their next holiday, Young Indians think about going out 
with their friends 32% more than their family; and going on 
their own 16% more than with family. So whilst Young 
Indians prefer travelling with friends rather than family, they’re 
also not afraid of venturing out on their own and enjoying 
some solitude.

Solo vs Family vs Friends

WHO WITH?

22% of the haiku about Young India’s next holiday reference 

mountains, forests, the beach, the sea or the sun. Interestingly, 

the sea is discussed 1.5x more than beaches; whilst mountains 

and the forest appear in equal frequency but second to the sea.

NATURE
22% of haiku

Escaping from constant connection (Wi-Fi and network) is 

appealing. Young Indians want to break free from FOMO

(Fear of Missing Out) and experience JOMO (Joy of Missing Out). 

Their next holiday is an opportunity to return to the more 

peaceful age before Wi-Fi, at least for a while. The anxiety that 

Wi-Fi brings is robbing people of their time to think and feel. 

Escaping from Wi-Fi is discussed 2.0x more than escaping from 

stress and responsibilities.

Escape from Wifi in 2% of haiku

DIGITAL DETOX
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When Young India writes about its 
next holiday, ’Sleep' is mentioned 
1.5x more than 'Exploration'. It 
seems that wanderlust and 
nomads are out, while rest and 
self-care are in. If sleepcations are 
a thing, should Airbnb be o!ering 
bed comfiness ratings? 

Is there also an opportunity to 
democratise rest and self-care 
retreats which are typically 
confined to the luxury market?

The assumption from many hotels 
and accommodation providers is 
that o!ering Wi-Fi is an attractive

amenity that enables people to 
stay connected, browse the 
Internet, and maybe keep up to 
date with their work. But for the 
younger generation, it is worth 
questioning this assumption. 
Could a hotel chain go the other 
way and advertise its lack of Wi-Fi, 
thus helping guests escape and 
disconnect?

Young India may be experiencing 
digital fatigue and is craving for 
remote places (e.g. mountains and 
forests). Will the next trend in 
holiday packages where humans 
can connect with each other, 
without smartphones? 

Considering the latent demand for 
solo-travel (nearly on par with 
travelling with friends) this may be 
a segment that travel brands 
should start consciously serving. 
It’s clear that for Young India, 
holidays are more than just ‘Goa 
with friends’.

Foresights
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Study

457 Haiku
557 Jammers

How does

Young India

feel about

Instagram?
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Filtered emotions
Filtered scars

Filtered realities.
Written by 3 Jammers in the HaikuJAM app

INSTAGRAM IN 6  WORDS
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Web Of Associations
What does Young India associate most with ‘Instagram’?
(Size represents frequency)

filters
stories

caption

photolove

follow

followers

share

hashtags

selfies

FEATURES
time

stalk

memories

memes
entertainment

friends

exploring

addiction

moments

fun

faces

gratification

EXPERIENCE

smiles

happiness
beautiful

filtered
flaws

BEHAVIOUR

fake
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Changing Emotions

-4%

Anger Anticipation Disgust Joy Sadness Surprise Trust

25%

0%

-4%

+3%

-1% -2%

+0.3%

+0.3%

+2%

Fear

+2%

How have Young India’s emotions changed towards Instagram?
% of emotional words used - Jan 2019 vs Jan 2018

Jan 2018

Jan 2019



12% of haiku

FILTERS

Filters are discussed alongside ‘stories’ in 26% of haiku, ‘flaws’ in 
5% of haiku and ‘fake’ in 11% of haiku. Young India is not necessarily 
seeing ‘filters’ as fun and silly but also as a way of covering flaws 

and achieving ‘fake beauty’. 

Compared to 2018, the percentage of haiku that discuss time or 
addiction more than doubled from 3% to 7% in 2019. Young 
Indians are becoming a lot more conscious of the time they’re 
spending online and whether or not it’s time well spent.  This change 
in perspective is also being reflected in the shifting emotions around 
Instagram. From 2018, there’s a 3% rise in Disgust, 2% rise in 

Anger and 2% fall in Trust. 

‘Stories’ is the most discussed word around Instagram. After copying 
Snapchat’s ‘killer feature’ of ephemeral posting, it has now become 
the feature most strongly associated with Instagram. Alongside 
discussions around stories, Young India also writes about the 

‘filters’ tool. 

Surprisingly, memes is one of the most discussed aspects of the 
Instagram experience, which is not the case when Young India 
writes about similar apps such as Snapchat. In hindsight, the 
‘meme’ factor is an obvious yet underrated insight into how 
Instagram is beating Snapchat both in terms of usage and 
mindshare: Consuming memes is easy, entertaining and social with 
friends tagging each other in comments.

Young India Writes About

7% of haiku

TIME, ADDICTION & NEGATIVITY

STORIES
13% of haiku

4% of haiku

MEMES
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Foresights
For Young India, Instagram is all 

about Stories. Whilst most brands 

are obsessing over their feeds, 

they’re not necessarily leveraging 

the creative and engaging toolset 

that Stories o!er. Moreover, for 

brands considering paid 

marketing on Facebook and 

Instagram and wanting to have a 

conversation with Young India, 

they may want to  shift their 

budgets towards Stories and away 

from the main feeds. 

As Facebook loses trust, 

reputation and interest among 

young people, Instagram has 

become the platform of growing 

interest. However, are there early 

signs of fatigue from Young India? 

Compared to 2018, people are 

associating Instagram with more 

anger, more disgust and less 

anticipation. Much of this is 

driven by the feeling that 

Instagram is performative and a 

place for people to be ‘fake’, as 

well as growing awareness around 

time well spent online and 

fighting digital addiction.

With the growing frustration that 

Instagram is a place for curation 

and inauthenticity, perhaps the 

best way for brands and 

individuals to have a meaningful 

impact is to drop ‘strategy’ and 

just be real. With this in mind, 

whilst memes are popular on 

Instagram, they’re not always the 

best content strategy if a brand 

seeks to create an emotional 

connection with an

audience: Memes are addictive, 

but not necessarily time well 

spent.
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How to understand
Young India in 2019?

Summary
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Summary
ELECTIONS 2019

The 2019 election is a referendum 
on Narendra Modi, with him being 
discussed far more than BJP, 
Congress and Gandhi

Young India is looking for a leader 
who represents youth, hope and 
change

Political memes have sticking 
power and could be an e!ective 
medium for leaders and parties to 
share messages and build brands

Inner-beauty is valued a lot 
more than physical appearances 

The real, imperfect and honest 
influencer is disrupting 
traditional celebrity culture

But digital filters are still in. 
Young Indians want to look 
beautiful on Instagram and this 
is changing the way beauty 
brands will leverage technology

BEAUTY

For some Young Indians the IPL 
means money, celebrities, 
corruption and excess

Based on a budding behaviour, the 
IPL narrative could shift to one of 
local talent discovery and the 
prediction of the superstars of 
tomorrow; this could also be 
explored through Fantasy sports 
   
The IPL could become ‘India’s 
festival’ and unify people across 
all religions and walks of life, 
celebrating the best that India has 
to o!er

IPL
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Summary
Emotions drive Young India to 
listen to music as opposed to just 
physical activities, such as work

When Young Indians feel lonely, 
they turn to music to kill the 
silence and distract themselves 
from their thoughts

Music platforms that innovate 
upon the underlying consumption 
behaviours and emotion-based 
curation will likely have an edge in 
the streaming wars 

LISTENING TO MUSIC

Uber is the new Maruti - the brand 
that Young India most associates 
with car ownership

Strong associations with 
childhood dreams and freedom 
but also big concerns about 
pollution as well as the di!erent 
costs that cars bring

Buying a car is a way of giving 
back to parents and helping them 
with daily life

OWNING A CAR

Chai unlocks the Indian brain and 
local associations, whereas co!ee 
is seen as more Western and 
foreign   

Some see the shift from humble 
chai to expensive co!ee as a loss 
of national identity and this is 
causing anger

Young Indians enjoy co!ee when 
they are alone and reading, but 
also with peers, whereas chai is 
mainly associated with 
community and the street  

CHAI VS COFFEE
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Instagram is all about Stories and 
Filters; if having a better 
conversation with Young India is 
the goal then brand strategy and 
spend should probably shift from 
the feed to Stories 
 
Memes are a core association 
with Instagram and seem to be 
deeply embeded into Young 
India’s daily social media diet 
     
Yet, with increasing negative 
emotions and concerns 

INSTAGRAM

around the fakeness surrounding 
Instagram, some fatigue seems to 
be setting in; Young Indians are 
looking to spend their time better 
online and are also concerned 
about digital addiction

Sleepcations are in and nomads 
and wanderlust are out; Young 
India cares more about sleep than 
exploration 

People are looking to digitally 
detox and disconnect from Wi-Fi 
and networks

The ideal companions on the next 
holiday are friends or just oneself; 
solo travel is becoming more 
popular and holiday providers 
could perhaps double down on 
this category

NEXT HOLIDAY

Summary
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insights@haikujam.com

bd@schbang.in

Get In Touch
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Narendra Modi: www.kremlin.ru

Rahul Gandhi: support@inc.in

Narendra Modi: www.kremlin.ru

Uber logo: Uber Technologies Inc.

Ferrari logo: Ferrari, Scuderia Ferrari Mission Winnow

Mercedes logo: commons.wikimedia.org - Khaled

Audi logo: www.audi.co.uk/about-audi

Maruti Suzuki logo: www.autocarbase.com, www.marutisuzuki.com

Ola logo: Ola Cabs

Lamborghini logo: Aufgrund geringer Schöpfungshöhe nur marken-/namensrechtlicher Schutz.
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